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Heather Baker Heather@AustralianOpalMines.com
Special brilliant Chip OFFER 3 Sep 2018
September 3, 2018 at 2:14 AM
Heather BAKER (work) Heather@AustralianOpalMines.com

Today we are offering you four lots of Chips.
1oz for only $250, absolutely brilliant, we are not 100% certain of the source of these chips
but I believe they are Andamooka, they are small but gorgeous. Many of them would be
very suitable for inlay. You don’t get good inlay material like this for only $250.
The second grade is interesting it is in a bottle shaped as a skull. Some ingenious person
has put a beautiful cut stone with lovely reds, blues and golds and glued it to the screw top
of the bottle. I am not sure how many ounces are in this bottle, I would say that there are at
least 2oz. I’m too lazy to unscrew it and weigh them. Now I think this is ideal for a collector
because of the uniqueness of the shape of the bottle and the lovely stone on top of it. The
stone measures approximately 16mm x 14mm and is worth a couple of hundred dollars by
itself so it’s only $575 and with the brilliant opal chips inside, this one is a bargain. Normally
the chips just by itself are $400/oz.
We have a unique little pair of opal hearts that are semi black, they weigh a total of 4.15cts.
They are not exactly the same size but when one is on one ear and one on another, no-one
is ever going to notice. They will make a gorgeous pair of earrings or a couple of lovely
pendants for only $250, I don’t think they will last very long.
We wish you well and we look forward to your order.
Murray
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$2,880 IMG_9151 Chips $180/oz 16oz
$250 IMG_8559 Chips brilliant $250/oz 1oz
$2,600 IMG_4042 Mintubi very very brilliant Chips $400/oz 6.5oz
$575 IMG_8554 Chips Skull (opal on lid)
$250 IMG_8551 Lightning Ridge pair Hearts semi black almost pair 4.15cts
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$2,880 IMG_9151 Chips $180/oz 16oz

2.

$2,880 IMG_9155 Chips $180/oz 16oz

3.

$2,880 IMG_9159 Chips $180/oz 16oz

4.

$250 IMG_8559 Chips brilliant $250/oz 1oz

5.

$2,600 IMG_4042 Mintubi very very brilliant Chips $400/oz 6.5oz

6.

$2,600 IMG_4048 Mintubi very very brilliant Chips $400/oz 6.5oz

7.

$575 IMG_8554 Chips Skull

8.

$575 IMG_8555 Chips Skull

9.

$575 IMG_8558 Chips Skull (opal on lid)

10.

$250 IMG_8551 Lightning Ridge pair Hearts semi black almost pair 4.15cts
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